Community Health Centers

Keeping our community healthy for over 30 years
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Mission Statement

To enhance the health status of all people in the Central Coast of California, with special emphasis on the medically underserved, by providing accessible, affordable, comprehensive and quality healthcare services, through well trained professional staff, in strategically located health centers.
Welcome to Community Health Centers. As Chief Executive Officer, I would like to thank you for choosing CHC. Our goal is to provide you and your family with the quality healthcare services you expect and deserve. We take great pride in the fact that we have been taking care of our neighbors here on the Central Coast for thirty years.

We started in 1978, with one little clinic and a mission to provide quality healthcare to our community that would change peoples’ lives for the better. Now, thirty years and 20 licensed clinics later, we can say we have done a pretty good job. Our clinics provide comprehensive medical, dental, behavioral health, health education, chiropractic and preventive services. We also offer mobile medical and dental services as well as healthcare outreach programs so that more people have access to quality healthcare services.

At CHC we believe it’s not enough to talk about quality, the proof is in our level of service. Our healthcare staff is among the finest on the Central Coast. We have been awarded full accreditation since 1998 by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO), an organization dedicated to improving the safety and quality of healthcare.

Whatever your healthcare needs, now or in the future, we will always be there for you and our community.

With warmest regards,

Ronald E. Castle
Chief Executive Officer
“I am proud to have Community Health Centers of the Central Coast caring for my constituents. They provide essential healthcare services to folks who might not otherwise have access to primary and preventive healthcare. I congratulate CHC for its great accomplishments over the last 30 years.”

LOIS CAPPS
Member of Congress
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Thirty Years of Dedicated Service and Still Going Strong

When it comes to dedicated service, Greg Gregory defines the term. A member of the Board of Directors of Community Health Centers of the Central Coast for thirty years, Mr. Gregory, who recently celebrated his 94th birthday, has been involved with CHC since it was founded in 1978.

“I was President of a senior citizens group in 1978 when I first became involved with CHC. In fact, we started the clinic in what is now the senior citizens building on Dana Street. Then we got a loan to build a new building.” Mr. Gregory said. “We saw that there was a tremendous need for medical care in this section of the county.”

Mr. Gregory first moved to the Central Coast, which he calls “God’s Country,” from the San Francisco Bay area in 1953. Today he makes his home in Nipomo where he lives with his daughter Gloria. Mr. Gregory and his wife Mable were married for 49 years until she passed away in 1989. They have two step-children. “I got married late in life,” he teased, “I was 25 years old.”

A retired real estate and stock market investor, Mr. Gregory is a major asset to CHC. “He’s just a wonderful individual. You couldn’t ask for a more dedicated and committed Board Member, mentor and friend. Greg’s contributions to our organization have been invaluable,” says CEO Ron Castle.

As his involvement with CHC grew, Mr. Gregory soon made CHC his trusted healthcare provider. “Community Health Centers is the only place I feel that you can get quality healthcare. When I suffered a stroke, Dr. Cury took such good care of me, he was very attentive. It felt great to know that someone really cared.”

“I greatly enjoy working with CHC, it’s a great group of people. We have an excellent CEO and Board of Directors. We work very well together. But as much as I contribute to it, it contributes to me. I really enjoy working with people.”
Reaching out to more patients each year...

Total Number of Patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Patients (Thousands)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003-04</td>
<td>28,144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>40,979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-06</td>
<td>50,858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-07</td>
<td>53,453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>59,052</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patient Visits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Visits (Thousands)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003-04</td>
<td>132,840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004-05</td>
<td>201,311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005-06</td>
<td>230,311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006-07</td>
<td>258,283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007-08</td>
<td>273,569</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Who do we serve?

Our roots go back to 1978 as a little clinic in Nipomo.

We now have clinic sites spread all over San Luis Obispo County and Northern Santa Barbara County. Our staff of more than 400 employees will provide for nearly 300,000 patient visits in 2009.

The short answer to “Who do we serve?” is “the underserved.”

We serve the farm workers in the Santa Maria Valley who have insurance, Medi-Cal or no insurance at all.

Dr. McBride is one of only two physicians in Cambria. He has been there for more than 20 years and many of his patients are retired folks on Medicare.

Our three pediatricians in Paso Robles see children at two different clinics.

Our San Luis Obispo clinic has Family Practice, Internal Medicine, OB/GYN and Pediatrics as well as part-time physicians in Neurology, Orthopedics, Infectious Disease, Psychiatry, and Rheumatology.

In addition, we have chiropractors and podiatrists. So the longer answer to “Who do we serve?” is, just about everyone, and no one is turned away for their inability to pay.

Who do we serve? Just about everyone.
Effective June 21, 2004, CHC took over five clinics from the County of San Luis Obispo which effectively increased CHC’s size by about 40%. CHC assumed full operational control of their network of Family Care Centers that provided approximately 42,000 patient visits per year. This provided the residents of San Luis Obispo County with a medical home for primary care service and eliminated duplication of service and costly competition between CHC and the County. Under this contract, CHC also assumed operational control of a County Pharmacy, and other ancillary services provided at the County Hospital that was closed in 2003. Operations of the County’s Paso Robles clinic were moved into the CHC clinic. Their Grover Beach clinic was moved into the CHC clinic in Arroyo Grande. The County’s Atascadero clinic was operated until 2008, when it was moved into a newly remodeled facility on Morro Road. The Morro Bay clinic was moved from their Public Health Department facility to a site owed by CHC. The San Luis Obispo clinic remains at its location next to the old General Hospital.

"The clinics maintained by CHC throughout San Luis Obispo County are vital in providing medical services to those who are low income, underinsured or uninsured and in need of health care."

K. H. "KATCHO" ACHADJIAN
San Luis Obispo County Supervisor, District Four
LOMPOC- Thanks to a grant from the California Endowment Foundation, Lompoc CHC was originally located on F Street and moved to the new Shepard Building in 2008.

CAMBRIA- As part of the agreement with San Luis Obispo County to open a CHC in Cambria, CHC purchased Dr. McBride’s practice.

OCEANO- A federal new start grant was received allowing CHC to open the Oceano clinic in this small farming community.

SANTA MARIA II- Our CHC on Santa Maria Way had become so busy, it was decided to open another in the northwest side of the city, located at Lincoln and Mill.

NORTH COUNTY PEDIATRICS- CHC purchased the practice of Dr. Field. He along with Dr. Herzberg practice out of a new facility on 1st Street in Paso Robles.
We asked, “Would you refer to family and friends?”

Our internal patient surveys show the following responses to the question:

- 2005: 95%
- 2006: 96%
- 2007: 98%
- 2008: 99%
Community Health Centers serves many of our students and their families. Many CHC employees have volunteered tutoring Dana students after school. CHC also provides representation to the Nipomo Youth Coalition and supports our school’s interagency social services program. CHC does an outstanding job of meeting the health care needs in this community.”

PAUL JARVIS, Principal Dana Elementary School Nipomo, CA
Quality Improvement

Community Health Centers of the Central Coast monitors the quality of care provided to our patients on many levels. “Everything from availability of appointments to proper medication prescribing to follow-up of abnormal labs is being monitored in some form,” said Vince Surra, the Director of Quality Improvement. “Our commitment to quality care is engrained in our culture because we feel our patients deserve the best possible care. Many of the extra things we do go unnoticed by our patients but are the cornerstones of quality care. We have checks and balances built into our system that allow us to make ongoing improvements that have long term positive effects on patient care.”

A recent study conducted by the George Washington University Medical Center found that “…community health centers are not simply high-quality providers for medically underserved populations, but valuable sources of health care for any patient group.” A representative from United Health Foundation, the publisher of that study, commented “it indicates community health centers can and do provide vital, high quality health care that meets - and often exceeds - national benchmarks, despite the special challenges these clinics face.”

The Quality Program at CHC monitors the quality of care, quality of the environment, and quality of service. This is done through various methods such as medical chart audits, patient satisfaction surveys, unannounced clinic inspections, and technological reports. The program reports results to the Board of Directors and the Health Resources and Services Administration.

Chiropractic Care

Innovation has been a hallmark at CHC. In that spirit, chiropractic services have been available for over eight years to complement the medical visit. Today, we have well credentialed and caring chiropractors at almost all sites. By working with the patient’s medical doctors, the chiropractors can bring an alternative approach and offer patients a drugless form of pain management, recommend therapeutic exercises to strengthen spinal muscles and promote healthy lifestyles. A medical referral is welcomed but not necessary to visit a chiropractor at CHC.

Pharmacy Services

CHC provides extensive pharmacy services to patients using a corporate operated pharmacy. Prescriptions are filled by a professional pharmacy staff and when necessary, we deliver the patient’s medications back to their clinic for convenient access. CHC patients in need receive close to $2 million dollars-worth annually of essential medications from the pharmacy through patient assistance programs like Pfizer’s Sharing the Care, Lilly’s Zyprexa Program.
and Glaxo Smith Kline’s Bridges to Access Program. In addition, clinic staff assists patients to access other pharmaceutical programs directly from the manufacturer.

**Health Education and Nutrition Services**

CHC understands the importance of Health Education and Nutrition in achieving wellness. Highly qualified health educators and registered dieticians are available throughout our CHC clinics. They are usually available the same day of a physician visit, or by appointment, and are free of charge. These educators are able to teach on a wide variety of health conditions to help patients understand their medical condition and better realize their health goals. Topics include Diabetes Education, Diet and Exercise Regimens, Hypertension Education, Nutrition Counseling, Smoking Cessation, Stress Management, and Pregnancy/Breastfeeding/Lactation Counseling.

**Practice Management/Electronic Medical Records**

In early 2008, CHC transitioned into a new state-of-the-art Practice Management system called Nextgen. The software established a much improved billing, reporting and patient scheduling system. In 2009, CHC will begin the implementation of Nextgen Electronic Medical Records (EMR) at all of our sites. Gone will be all the mountains of patient medical record charts. Also in 2009, we will begin the i2i system. This is a “Population Health Management” software that will allow us to “pull” data from Nextgen to assist us in better management of chronic diseases and illnesses.
Diabetes

Community Health Centers of the Central Coast is committed to improving the lives of patients who have been diagnosed with diabetes. As part of our ongoing effort, CHC joined the Diabetes Collaborative in 2007 in order to partner with other Community Health Centers, the Bureau of Primary Healthcare, and the California Diabetes Association. These partnerships help CHC provide better tools and services for managing diabetes and improving lives.

One key area the Diabetes Collaborative has helped CHC improve is teaching patients to take “ownership” of their diabetes by setting self-management goals. When patients commit to making simple lifestyle changes, they decrease their chance of having complications later.

CHC’s Nursing Director, Paula Curran RN, summarizes the importance of self-management by saying “Diabetes management is a team approach between the patient, the doctor, and the healthcare team. When we provide the patient with the equipment, the education, and the support to manage their own diabetes, they gain understanding which leads to better blood sugar control and reduced complications.”

Even with education, there are still many patients who fail to realize the importance of continued follow-up. A key tool provided to CHC through this Collaborative is an electronic registry that allows physicians to better follow-up diabetic patients. Through this registry, physicians can monitor which patients need certain services, labs, or other appointments. Clinic managers can contact these patients to ensure the follow-up is completed. Currently CHC has nearly 3,000 diabetic patients being monitored in electronic registries.

In addition, the Diabetes Collaborative has provided CHC staff with education on “Best Practices” in diabetes treatment and management. With CHC combining technology, evidenced-based practice guidelines, patient education, and community support, we anticipate continued success in patient outcomes.

Optimizing Primary Care

Two themes that seem to be associated with the entire healthcare industry are difficulty getting an appointment and waiting for a long time once you check in. CHC has been struggling with these very issues for many years. After trying numerous methods with little success, CHC joined a Collaborative that is geared to improving the efficiency of our medical offices. As of June 2008, CHC has been trying methods described as “Best Practices” to increase access to care but decrease wait times at a limited number of sites. CHC is excited to be implementing the very best of these practices at all our sites in 2009.
“Women’s Health” refers to health issues specific to human female anatomy. These issues include menstruation, contraception, maternal health, childbirth, menopause and breast cancer. CHC has always provided accessible, affordable, comprehensive and quality health care services to our patients. Women seen at any of our sites are offered enrollment in the various programs.

Family Pact

This program provides clinical services for family planning reproductive health at no cost to low-income residents. For many it serves to provide health care to the indigent, uninsured and working poor. These services provide clinical and preventive reproductive health along with individual client health education and counseling.

Cancer Detection Program

This program provides clinical breast exam, mammograms, pelvic exams and Pap tests to underserved women. These women are age 40 or older and have an income at or below 200% of the federal poverty level.

Prenatal Care

The Comprehensive Perinatal Services Program (CPSP) provides an effective model for delivering a wide range of health related services to pregnant and postpartum women. A CPSP provider working with a multi-disciplinary team of health care practitioners delivers obstetric care services, nutrition, health education, psycho-social and transportation services to address the client’s full spectrum of needs. In 2007 CHC enrolled 1,620 women into the CPSP program and had 1,053 deliveries.
“CHC has been in our community since 2003. They provide primary health care services to low income residents including our many farm workers. These valuable services are irreplaceable and their impact is felt throughout our city.”

LUPE ALVAREZ
Mayor of Guadalupe

Who do we serve?
Women like Sophia.

CASE STUDY

Sophia

Sophia came to our program in July 2007. She was 22 years old and this was her first pregnancy. Like many women who immigrate to the US, her pregnancy was what began her medical care in the states. The CHC medical team was quick to inform her that she had stage 3 ovarian cancer. Sophia was immediately referred to a specialist to begin treatment. She was also referred to our LCSW Emma to begin counseling services, and soon after Sophia joined a Spanish speaking cancer support group. Through the diagnosis and extensive treatment, her husband Edgar remained an exceptional support for Sophia. Sophia delivered a 3 lb. 8 oz. baby girl at 32 weeks. She comes to visit regularly and to update us on her progress. She is doing well with her treatment.

Loretta Parrish, RN, OB Nurse Manager
Special Population Programs

Special Population patients are patients who are provided services through three programs that CHC operates in Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo Counties. They include: Homeless, Public Housing/Low Income, and Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers. Each one of these groups has “special needs” that we address through the delivery of services.

Currently CHC provides these services at the various clinic sites, behavioral health offices and mobile units.

**HOMELESS:**
Poor health, illness, and injury frequently contribute to, or precipitate, a person’s or family’s homelessness. These conditions can then become the very obstacles to rebuilding their lives and returning to self-sufficiency. Several studies have found that one-third to one-half of homeless adults have some form of physical illness. Further complicating this situation is the difficulty of accessing healthcare services other than in hospital emergency rooms. A further predicament is that the demographic face of the homeless client has been changing to more vulnerable populations. Women and children constitute the fastest growing homeless subpopulation seeking healthcare. During 2007, CHC treated 929 homeless individuals in its Health Care for the Homeless Program, provided case management for 300, provided primary medical care for 766, and provided 207 with mental health and substance abuse treatment.

**PUBLIC HOUSING/LOW INCOME:**
The mission of the Community Health Outreach Program (CHOP) is to provide residents of public housing with increased access to comprehensive primary health care services through the direct provision of health promotion and disease prevention activities and primary health care services. Services are provided on the premises of public housing developments or at other locations immediately accessible to residents of public housing. Public housing residents in Santa Maria have services provided on the CHOP mobile van twice a week. The mobile van is staffed with a physician, registered nurse and two medical assistants. They are able to provide immediate and urgent medical care and refer patients to our clinics for follow up. The CHOP Program acts as a linkage between the community and our clinics. It is the first line of care for many individuals.

**FARMWORKERS:**
The CHC Migrant Farmworker Program provides access for migrant and seasonal farmworkers and their families to comprehensive, culturally competent primary and preventive health care, transportation, outreach, dental, pharmaceutical, occupational health and safety, and environmental health. These programs use bilingual, bicultural outreach workers, health personnel, and culturally sensitive protocols that cover all lifecycles.
CHC Dental

CHC Dental Department mirrors the overall success and vision of CHC.

Once called the “Nipomo Dental Clinic,” a volunteer staffed, 2 day a week, 2 chair dental office, the Department currently employs 20 staff members, 4 hygienists and 7 dentists as well as a cadre of contract dentists. The majority of staff is bilingual.

The Dental Department now has offices in Santa Barbara County (Santa Maria) and San Luis Obispo County (Nipomo, San Luis Obispo, Templeton). CHC Dental is the provider of choice for the underserved populations in both counties. We will expand our services as new offices open in Lompoc and Templeton in 2009.

The Dental Department, utilizing our mobile dental van emphasizes the “community” in “Community Health Centers,” delivering dental services from sealants to extractions to outlying areas of both counties from San Miguel to Lompoc. The original 1997 mobile van has been replaced with a state-of-the-art mobile dental clinic that will continue to bring oral health services and the spirit of CHC to those who have not been able to access regular dental care.

Following the mantra, *Three is Too Late*, CHC physicians and dentists have joined to be the leaders of prevention in oral health. The first to implement the *First Smiles Program* of the California First Five Commission and the California Dental Association, CHC Dental has brought assessment, education and fluoride varnish treatments to children at the time when they are the most vulnerable. CHC’s dedication to access to care has been recognized by local government leaders, resulting in CHC being asked to provide a plan to bring oral health care to all children in our service area.

Our newly formed partnership with the USC School of Dentistry allows for increased access to care, a contribution to the education of future oral health care providers, and introduces potential new providers to our community and to our mission at CHC.

These are some of the many ways that the CHC Dental Department endeavors to fulfill the CHC vision by brightening our community with smiles every day.
CASE STUDY

Juan

CHC Santa Maria High School sponsors the Teen Obesity Prevention Program (TOPP) in collaboration with InShape 24 Hour Fitness Facility. In 2007 the first year of the program: Of 250 participants, 53% lost weight; 69% lost body fat, 57% gained muscle, and 81% of the students whose blood pressure was above normal dropped their blood pressure to normal or slightly above normal. Juan is a 16-year-old junior who has benefited from the TOPP program at SMHS. He wanted to play on one of the sports teams, so he went to his doctor for a sports physical. His doctor told him that he was “morbidly obese” and needed to lose weight. Juan joined the TOPP program and met with a dietician who counseled him regarding losing weight in a healthy way. She then enrolled Juan in Club 24. After a year, Juan has lost 50 pounds and is no longer overweight. He has continued exercising with his family at InShape and he is also on the SMHS sports team.

Liz Castillejo, Dietician

“The medical and dental care provided in CHC clinics meet a critical need in this area, especially for children whose families would not otherwise be able to afford care. Their participation in the CHDP Program ensures that these children receive regular checkups and follow up for conditions needing treatment.”

ELIZABETH KASEHAGEN, RN, PHN
Santa Barbara County Public Health Department Children’s Medical Services Program Manager CHDP Deputy Director
You Can Help

Thanks to the efforts of all the managers, supervisors, and staff, we had another successful year…fiscally speaking. In particular, the staff of the Accounting Department performed very well in achieving a smooth audit by our independent auditors. CHC had a positive bottom-line for Fiscal Year 2007-08. We also went through a very detailed audit by the Medi-Cal auditors, resulting in increased reimbursement rates for certain sites. The positive bottom-line is due to those increased rates.

In several ways, Fiscal Year 2007-08 was a challenging year. We converted to a new Practice Management system (NextGen); we acquired OB/GYN and Pediatric practices; we experienced a severe cash flow issue due to increased operating expenses, the budget problems at the State level, and the new billing system; and there was a major change in the Provider ID numbers. Due to the hard work of dedicated employees, we were still able show a small positive bottom-line.

Successfully meeting challenges

The current fiscal year will pose its own challenges: reduction in SLO County grant money, continuing fiscal problems in Sacramento, the state of the national economy, significant increases in employees’ health insurance premiums, planned implementation of the Electronic Medical Records, and more. Working as a team, we intend to meet these challenges successfully.

It is wonderful that we send contributions to third world countries, but there is also a need right here. The cost to CHC of providing quality health care continues to rise, making our Mission even more challenging. We continue to look for more funding sources. In 2009, we will establish a Development Department to search for more private funding.

We want to thank Wood-Claeyssens, the Tides Foundation, United Way, Blue Shield, the Santa Barbara Foundation, Driscoll Farms, and the Orfalea Foundation for their generous contributions. We also want to thank the many CHC employees who contribute to our Capital Campaign.
Our Future Needs

We have come a long way in 30 years. Our low-income, underserved patients are better off because of our efforts. Our patients and CHC still have needs, and it continues to be a challenge to find funding and resources to attain our Mission and meet our goals.

Some of our current needs include:

- Transportation vans for our Homeless and Women’s Health programs
- Infrastructure for our soon-to-be-implemented Electronic Medical Records. This includes new computers, servers, printers, and other related equipment
- Upgraded X-Ray equipment at five of our sites as we transition from film to digital
- A modular medical clinic for our new facility in San Miguel
- New dental equipment for our offices in Santa Maria, San Luis Obispo and Lompoc

Not all our needs are “bricks and mortar”:

We have escalating health insurance costs for our employees.

Diabetes is a huge problem among our patients and we need funding to run an effective and targeted program.

We have primary care physicians and some specialists on staff, but at times, must pay for outside specialists.

We would appreciate any financial contribution you would be able to give to help us continue our Mission.

If you would like to make a donation, our phone number is 805-931-2667.

Our address is: Community Health Centers
Attn: Development Director
P.O. Box 430
Nipomo, CA 93444

Consider remembering CHC in your will. For more information, contact our Development Director.
We’re closer to you than ever before

Community Health Center Locations

**PASO ROBLES**
345 Spring St, Ste. 101
Paso Robles, CA 93446
(805) 238-7250

**PEDIATRICS**
500 First Street
(805) 239-4222

**CAMBRIA**
2515 Main St, Ste. B
Cambria, CA 93428
(805) 927-5292

**TEMPLETON**
1050 Las Tablas Rd, Ste.16
Templeton, CA 93465
(805) 434-1038

**DENTAL**
1050 Las Tablas Rd, Ste. 17
(805) 434-2020

**WOMEN’S HEALTH**
1105A Las Tablas Rd.
(805) 434-9641

**ATASCADERO**
7512 Morro Road
Atascadero, CA 93422
(805) 792-1400

**MORRO BAY**
660 Harbor Boulevard
Morro Bay, CA 93442
(805) 771-8489

**SAN LUIS OBIPO**
1551 Bishop St, Ste. A-160
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
(805) 269-1500

**WOMEN’S HEALTH**
1551 Bishop St, Ste. B-240
(805) 549-0402

**SPECIALTY SERVICES**
1551 Bishop St, Ste. B-260
(805) 269-1300

**PHARMACY/RADIOLOGY**
2180 Johnson Avenue
(805) 269-1300

**ARROYO GRANDE**

**THE DOCTOR’S OFFICE**
1057 Grand Avenue
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
(805) 270-1700

**COASTAL MEDICAL CENTER**
336 South Halycon
Arroyo Grande, CA 93420
(805) 270-1600

**OCEANO**
1981 Cienega Street
Oceano, CA 93445
(805) 270-0025

**NIPOMO**
150 Tejas Place
Nipomo, CA 93444
(805) 929-3211

**DENTAL**
(805) 929-3254

**GUADALUPE**
4581 10th Street
Guadalupe, CA 93434
(805) 343-5577

**SANTA MARIA**
2801 Santa Maria Way, Ste. A
Santa Maria, CA 93455
(805) 934-5400

**WOMEN’S HEALTH & WELLNESS PREGNANCY**
2801 Santa Maria Way, Ste. B
(805) 934-5402

**DENTAL/PRIMARY CARE**
201 W. Mill Street
Santa Maria, CA 93458
(805) 346-2753

**HIGH SCHOOL CLINIC**
901 S. Broadway
Santa Maria, CA 93454
(805) 614-9275

**LOMPOC**
425 W. Central Ave, Ste. 201
Lompoc, CA 93436
(805) 737-1169

**SAN MIGUEL**
Coming soon
Serving Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo County Residents for over 30 years

CHC
Community Health Centers
COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS
OF THE CENTRAL COAST

150 Tejas Place
Post Office Box 430
Nipomo, California 93444

805-929-3211 phone
805-929-6446 fax

www.chccc.org